
ARPA Community Survey
Are you a resident of Oakley, California?
Answer Choices

Yes 99.00% 496
No 1.00% 5
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Are you a resident of Oakley, California?



ARPA Community Survey

Total
Score               
(Point of Scale)

Ensure the City has the resources to continue to provide high quality services 133 91 65 59 54 43 33 17 495 5.68
Further improve streets and sidewalks, if approved by pending legislation 100 71 83 60 61 55 54 13 497 5.28
Improve public infrastructure (stormwater and access to broadband internet) 32 84 114 87 73 56 31 16 493 5.07
Provide financial support to non-profit organizations in the community that help residents who need ho        75 77 49 68 57 65 64 33 488 4.83
Provide support directly to households that have been financially impacted by COVID-19 61 59 85 76 54 54 46 59 494 4.7
Provide one-time premium pay to Police Officers and/or other essential workers 48 61 39 48 72 59 87 76 490 4.08
Support the recovery of local businesses 37 38 47 54 67 77 59 113 492 3.75
Upgrade the City’s technology with software to enhance remote use capabilities 13 21 15 41 50 76 111 163 490 2.77

Answered 504

Skipped 3

Which of the following eligible ARPA fund uses would you most like to see implemented in the City of Oakley? Please rank the list below 
with 1 being the most important and 8 being the least preferred.
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most like to see implemented in the City of Oakley? 



ARPA Community Survey

Answered 297
Skipped 210

Common Themes
Improve Streets 108

Support Local Businesses including Downtown 96
Households or Community Service Programs 49

Police (incld. Public Safety) 34
Homelessness 25

Schools, Childcare and After-School Programs 25
Broadband 18

Library 7
Other 45

Keeping in mind the four broad categories and the eight options for which the City of Oakley can 
use ARPA funds (listed above), what specific uses would you recommend for Oakley’s ARPA 
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Q.3 Comments

Keeping in mind the four broad categories and the eight options for which the City of Oakley can use ARPA funds (listed above), what specific uses would you 
recommend for Oakley’s ARPA funds?

1 Clean up the immediate graffiti around the city and use a product to prevent graffiti to be tagged on neighborhood walls, city properties, etc  this makes Oakley look run 
down and like a low income bracket city. Please keep the pride of our city transparent so we can attract good working families to our city. Keep our city safe and clean 

2 Oakley (and most everywhere else) is struggling to return to normal.  Improve downtown and main streets so Oakley is welcoming, attractive and brings in more 
businesses. The metal monstrosities and used car lot need updating... or demolition!  Please...Murals, landscaping, a library!

3 Widening the streets, promoting new businesses (non gas station or car wash)
4 Support directly to households that have been financially impacted by Covid 19
5 Any city's first priority should be to see to the safety & care of its citizens, so housing, food, and healthcare for those in need should absolutely come first. Secondly, 

premium pay for medical professionals, grocery store/restaurant/delivery workers, & other workers hailed as 'essential' at the beginning of the pandemic. 

6 Improve our streets by implementing traffic calming measures which affect the SAFETY of our children and citizens.
7 Lower the fucking idiotic property taxes. Actually I don't care what you do. After 62 years, we're leaving this shit hole state.
8 Provide recycled water connections to all city owned landscape. 
9 Infrastructure improvements

10 I can’t stand these options. Basically you don’t even explain what it means to have high quality services? And you are stating that everyone’s getting a paid bonus? WTH? 
And expanding work at home ? This is what you are paying for? Unreal. Spend money on new stores and new activities make Oakley a real city for heck’s sakes

11 Financial aid directly to citizens.  Since we have next to no business’ money is best spent direct to citizens
12 Healthcare support for households that have been financially impacted
13 Neighborhoods should have locking mailboxes. Mail was stolen on Big Break road and deposited in a mailbox on Freemark Ct on 1/11/2022. Why can’t the city work with 

the USPS to find a solution?
14 We need to support our small local businesses. I se more and more vacant buildings, specially in downtown. 
15 Install electric car chargers
16 EXTEBD public transportation through Amtrak or ebart to Oakley -  which has been in the works for years but we have yet to see that come to fruition.
17 Stoplight at cypress and knightsen ave 
18 Free Internet for all Oakley citizens ! 
19 Enhance downtown.
20 Work with East Contra Costa Fire to ensure they can respond quickly in the City of Oakley. If this entails making sure there is Fire Apparatus exiting signs on both sides of 

the fire stations, roadway markings (like paint/markings), signaling devices which can flash when the apparatus are exiting the stations, making sure the the preemptive 
traffic signal lights are working, when the fire engines are approaching the intersections, with emergency lights on, etc. We need to do a better job working with our 
special districts. This will help improve emergency vehicle response times. (This is in reference to the station on Ohara and the station that is about to open in Summer 
Lakes on Cypress. Thank you. 

21 Storm water Infrastructure and expand broadband access
22 Just fix our streets and lay off on code enforcement. It’s ridiculous that we can’t suddenly park in our second driveways in a river community, like we have been for YEARS 

without issue. 
23 Traffic issues and road conditions.  Quit giving my tax dollars to the homeless pigs. The only money I want spent on homeless is to get them out of town. They suck the 

resourses out of a community.
24 Giving back to those essential workers that continued to work and sacrifice their own health, their families health, throughout this pandemic. This does not include those 

working from home 
25 Police keeping our city on the right track 



Q.3 Comments

26 Help with mortgage
27 I would put it to vote on top3 overall choice. Oakley citizens want a voice not told what to do 
28 Citywide internet access 
29 Mobility upgrades, start with a sidewalk West of Vintage Parkway
30 Further improve streets, extend lane expansion all the way down Cypress. 
31 Open up fire stations again, help businesses recover, do away with the vax card BS and the masks. Oakley need to grow a pair! It is not effective!
32 Widen East cypress pass the new houses out to bethel Island and provide sidewalks for kids to safely get to and from schools and they soon to be new shopping center

33 Homelessness
34 Offer incentives to start business' and upgrade existing business' in ways that will allow them to operate under future health emergencies.
35 Skate park/ bike park for all of the youth in the area. 
36 More personalized support to local businesses and families in need during times of crisis. One time gifts of mortgage/rent/utility payments for example.

37 People mover
38 Improving public infrastructure and broadband internet.
39 Help homeless, help those on any assistance (disability, unemployment financial help, prices are going up and taxes, those in low fixed income will end up homeless. On 

SSA Disability I get$950 monthly.  It was tough before covid, worse now and getting worse everyday. 
40 Roads, police, support local businesses.  STOP BUILDING MORE HOMES.  We can't even support what we have now.  
41 Consider allocating funds to target 'firework days' with extra manpower to make a meaningful impact on those that continue to defy the laws.  Also consider allocating 

funds to remedy homeless impact as it occurs instead of waiting until eyesores, troubled individuals, and negatives become difficult to manage.  Funds could be in the 
form of social out reach to adequately relocate those individuals.  Perhaps work programs to provide these folks with income to help pull themselves up (only for those 
that work towards and remain off of drugs and alcohol).

42 I would specifically use the funds for keeping fire houses open, police officers training and recruitment, along with increasing services to get the homeless and drug users 
off of the streets while providing job opportunities. 

43 Infrastructure is the most important.  I don't support handing out free money to residents just because of Covid.  Bringing new business and supporting the existing 
businesses is important. 

44 Help people and families who have are severely financially impacted by the pandemic (financial assistance to help with rent, utilities, animal care, etc). 

45 Revitalizing the downtown. Help bring in new stores/restaurants in order to help with the economic development. 
46 Provide premium pay for essential workers.
47 Enhance residents' lifestyle providing varieties such as shopping center, library, and healthcare (hospital)... none in this area.
48 Help Small business 
49 Hire more police officers and fire fighters.
50 BUILD A NEW HIGH SCHOOL. There are kids living in Oakley who are forced to go to Antioch schools.
51 Drive revenue to the city by focusing on infrastructure and local businesses (downtown needs a makeover with proper roads and sidewalks)
52 Improvement of streets and sidewalks
53 RAD card
54 Local business 
55 Improve existing roads and sidewalks 
56 Prioritize ensuring adequate access to resources for those that need them by ramping up virtual access to city hall and community center, outreach to vulnerable people 

instead of sending money directly to households. Increase availability to childcare and afterschool programs. 
57 Main Street improvements between rose Avenue and empire
58 Pay your police officers hazard pay-they are on the front line, exposed to danger and Covid daily
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59 All those caterhories suck , people want oakley to have more parks , better downtown widen main street , find a way to bring more businesses to oakley so we don't have 
to go to brentwood to shop . A new grocery store ,doctors building  ,literally anything other than useless ass storage and more gas stations.  Who did /does the planning 
for brentwood ? Maybe oakley should just hire them they fo a way better job and giving the residents what they want and providing a better town 

60 Community service programs
61 We need to invest back into the community, our police department is a joke and wish they could train with Brentwood PD.
62 Recovery of local businesses 
63 Improv streets.
64 We are over crowded with all the new homes going up. Make our streets wider with more lanes and more roads to handle all the residential traffic
65 Provide each family/individuals residing in Oakley with a one time lump sum voucher payment specifically to be used to purchase and supply their households with 

emergency supplies for puic health, earthquake, fire, and weather emergencies
66 Control speeding vehicles on Laurel and stop right light runners.
67 Helping people that have been impacted by Covid-19 
68 Fixing particular issues within the road ways and systems in place. 
69 The money should go towards helping the people of our community who have been negatively impacted financially from the pandemic. Also, it should go to helping the 

homeless population with food, shelter, mental health services, and whatever else they may need. 
70 Please help local small businesses
71 Streets and sideways I'm tired of seeing kids walk next road of zooming cars. This is crazy protect  the kids of Oakley. We pay sht ton of taxes that I don't see working me 

us.
72 Add more sidewalks on major roads on Empire, O’Hara, and Laurel that connect to walking paths or bike paths throughout the city.
73 Improve E Cypress Road to Summer Lake. 
74 The businesses need help 
75 The biggest problem our city faces is traffic. Poor street planning and landscaping over functional flow are a hazard in emergency situations. The downtown area in front 

of Skippolini’s is the perfect example. The parking spots in front should have never been put there. Instead a turning lane would ease the flow of traffic and reduce jams. 
That is just one example. 

76 Enhance Oakley downtown and make is visible on the map. Make it attractive for investment by large companies such ad Amazon, Google Facebook etc 
77 Help childcare centers recover from being forced to shut down.
78 Capacity building for established businesses to supplement staff, safety or improvements for hybrid services.  Subsidies for families who demonstrate loss of income to 

fund unmet needs. 
79 Help the homeless and there drug problems 
80 Widen Laurel Rd between O’Hara and Rose.  Add sidewalks on the new Carpenter/Simoni Ranch connection so kids walking there to the 3 schools within a mile of that 

street can be safe on the sidewalk instead of walking on the road.
81 Street and sidewalk,  local business, broadband, help residents in need
82 Making sure our residents are getting enough food and creating programs to support them.
83 Streets in neighborhoods 40 years old are terrible & PG&E is making it worse by only patching holes instead of repaying.  Never been repaved in 40 years.  Awful.  

84 I think it would be great to help the community maybe help w more low income housing , police and wages .
85 Helping small businesses in the community, including those that have been in the community for ten plus years.
86 Increase full-time Police Department employees, both sworn and non-sworn, to meet the ever growing population. The Department is understaffed. 
87 Roads, sidewalks, medians, make sure all street signs are in good shape and visible at night, clean park bathrooms more regularly, 
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88 Can we provide free rain barrels or ibcs totes to households who want them for rainwate harvesting? Also, can we allocate some more land for urban community 
gardening please? Bike lanes please also? Crosswalk to connect the trail better the one near Chevron and the train tracks. I see cyclists/walkers too jaywalk all the time, 
not sure why they dont use the underpass (I havent used it myself)  I feel it is dangerous for them to be jaywalking there. May we plant more fruit trees please in all 
spaces? Then use aome funds for possible cleanup if fruits are not all harvested. Or, organize community harvest dates. Bring the entire community to pick as many free 
food as they want. Or, hire some pickers and donate the food to food banks. Win win. 

89 Widen and improve access from cypress( summer lake)  to Main Street ( widen cypress from summer lake going toward knoghtsen
90 Fix roads..
91 Help local households hit with covid, ensure they have the resources to remain afloat
92 I don't know
93 Fixing Main Street, having small shops, more restaurants, and a place to shop for home decor, gifts and other things that make people,travel to other cities to shop.

94 Finding to non-profits for support to clients for direct Covid and recovery related support; direct aid/funds to residents affected by the pandemic, increased community 
broadband, financial support/incentives to essential medical personnel, funding for mental health services. 

95 Recreation for our children
96 Direct Investments that not only support the recovery of new businesses but further empower the city's General plan and development vision for downtown and local 

Commerce.
97 Have more police officer so we don’t end up like Antioch 
98 City resources (Police & Fire)
99 Funds for businesses impacted by covid and families. Resources for schools. 

100 Pickleball courts.
101 With so many people moving in we need better roads and planning to keep up 
102 Sidewalks/streets. 
103 Provide programs and businesses that encourage connection. There is nothing that draws families to do activities in Oakley. I don’t mean the rec classes. I mean 

businesses that provide growth in arts, sports, etc. 
104 Build a city fiber infrastructure that companies like AT&T, Xfinity, Sonic, etc. can lease so residents can be offered lower priced fiber Internet plans and be profitable for 

the city. 
105 Paving the roads and helping community
106 Support for people struggling to stay afloat. 
107 Affordable/free after school programs for kids (sports, STEM, scouting, volunteer opportunities, tutoring, mentoring).  Kids need options outside of social media to 

connect with friends, local businesses & organizations.   Also...  Programs to entice useful/quality businesses  to Oakley. No more fast food, storage facilities and the like.   
Ex. Healthy food markets (Trader Joes, Whole Foods, Sprouts), quality dining (single location restaurants and chains), a Hallmark store (teehee) and maybe a bocce 
ball/pickle ball spot. 

108 Fix our roads
109 Revitalizing downtown to encourage commerce. Support our police officers to keep our crime from turning into Antioch.  We need businesses that enhances our city 

attract quality people. We also need to protect our current businesses from crime or homelessness loitering. No more dollar stores or ghetto type businesses that only 
attract financially struggling or poor minded people.  Let’s do better and not intimidate good people from coming to our town. 

110 Well our schools suck so they need a ton of help, firefighters in the areas we need, police support, reinforced levees for sea level rise, storm drains. Small business support 
especially whatever our farmers need. 

111 Pay and retain current police staff. Help the true small businesses that have been impacted and get them back to proper staffing. Help the streets that have been 
impacted and forgotten about to be replaced and smooth again. 
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112 A new library
113 Give funds to households
114 Widen Cypress and/or Delta to Bethal Island Road
115 Widen east cypress road to bethel island road and connect cypress to delta road     Support local businesses 
116 Improve local roads - i.e. Delta Road and Sellers Avenue, give grants to small, local businesses to enable them to stay in business.
117 improve the streets and expand/increase roads on East Cypress, down towards Summerlake where they are continually building more and more homes.
118 fixing and enhancing roads and sidewalks to make them safer for pedestrians and bicyclists. also installing more speed bumps in neighborhoods that need them (like 

Gamay Circle).
119 Help the people first. Upgrades and extras/ pay increase last.
120 Hire firefighters or build new firehouse; ensure Oakleys underprivileged have food & other resources; beef up broadband in area. If there was any way to make a new 

library happen, the city sorely needs it.
121 The streets desperately need improvement. They need to be repaved and widened to more than one lane in each direction. We need a viable escape route from Summer 

Lake, so more roads with access out are needed. We also need an actual grocery store (example, Safeway) and other businesses (that aren’t storage units and car washes) 
in the area around Emerson Ranch, Delaney Park, and Summer Lake. More/better schools, especially middle and high schools, are also needed. Overall, we pay insanely 
high taxes and Brentwood looks a lot nicer, has more parks & shopping centers, better schools, and better roads. There is no reason Oakley isn’t on par or at least similar. 

122 Invest in small businesses and bringing more recreational activities to the community. With all the developments being built in Oakley, residence need things to do with 
their families. Our infrastructure also need to be improved through storm water and other drought prevention measures. Crime prevention is also essential. We’ve seen 
the amount of crime increase and community members are concerned. Crime deterrence, crime prevention and officer engagement with the community is critical. We 
need more police officers patrolling. 

123 Better egress for residents at the end of cypress in an emergency, and keep streets and sidewalks out of disrepair.
124 Premium pay for essential workers 
125 Improving the city downtown core. Create spaces for small businesses and invest in our community outside of more gas stations or storage centers. 
126 Improve Schools K-12 and street widening 
127 Help for the homeless as its starting to look like San Francisco 
128 With all the new communities being built. Oakley definitely needs to improve on bigger roads and sidewalks for the growing community. My children walk on the side of 

the street to Orchard Park Elementry, their is no sidewalk for my kids. 
129 Place emphasis on all if the worn down walls that are degrading the value of the neighborhoods once the city is well maintained and manicured it will attract good families 

and will display pride in our city. This is critical to the growth of the city if you don’t have employed hard working good families and singles who want to live in your city 
and spend money and time in your city there’s no use in putting in effort for other things. If it continues to show signs of rotten old fences the neighbors will not have 
pride to take care of their cities. It’s important to invest in the maintenance and grooming of your city.  Brentwood invests and gets a great return on investment. The 
appeal and beautiful lined walls of tall hedges hides and helps hide and discourage graffiti how can you tag a wall if you can’t get to it? Please consider this a great RIO for 
the ARPA   Thank you 

130 Help improve Cypress all the way down to bethel island and Summer Lake
131 Help small businesses and families who need financial help
132 The local businesses have been the hardest hit.  They had not recovered from the road construction issues (Main St), and then hit with Covid.  I don’t know the answer.  

Input from the business might bring solutions.  A few businesses actually did better so proof of hardship, ie financial statements should be required.

133 Supporting our law enforcement any way needed
134 Helping the essential workers and families with money to help pay bills and not have to pay them back when loss of work due to covid. 
135 Help citizens and to provide affordable housing Homeless help. Help our local businesses. Take care of essential workers. 
136 provide support to the community specially those who have been affected the most and also improve internet, there's barely any options on my area
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137 I'm incredibly disappointed to see that a library is not part of the raking list. It is time for the City of Oakey to truly invest in the community and build a library! Look at 
Brentwood. Oakley residents are visiting the Brentwood Library and spending money in Brentwood's Downtown. 

138 Small businesses was greatly impacted by the pandemic. Majority of the money should go to support our local business. Customer is the food for local businesses. One of 
the best way to support both is to issue local community vouchers to Oakley residents and let them use in local businesses.

139 Provide subsidies to local businesses
140 Helping homeowners and renters/landlords that have been affected by Covid financial loss
141 We need to focus on bring more retail and small businesses to the downtown area. Stop building houses and build more commercial space downtown. Our downtown is 

severely lacking and we pay high taxes without the benefits of a robust city full of retail shops and businesses. No more gas stations! We need a supermarket and retail 
shops on east cypress for the new homes. 

142 To fix the sidewalks and streets
143 Help with local businesses   & homeless 
144 Any area that concerns the safety of the citizens - Police and essential workers - and help to the small businesses.   
145 We have no access to rapid covid tests! Why are we even asking this question. Provide support for covid!
146 Non profit to assist those in need and families truly financially impacted by Covid should receive assistance.maybe then people can afford to spend to support local 

businesses. 
147 More community involved events / festivals / experiences.
148 Infrastructure, 501c3, households impacted by covid
149 Oakley needs homeless services. Especially with the train and park and ride areas. There are more and more visible signs of drug use by transients along the sidewalks and 

in front of businesses. Businesses have suffered theft continuously,  and frankly citizens have grown tired of dealing with homeless folks asking for handouts un front of 
the two grocery stores we have. There is concern for the elderly population expected to move in just best door to that same shopping center. What will be done to ensure 
that this demographic has access to proper Medical care, transportation,  and home health?     Nonprofit investment is the way to go, to cover many of these socio and 
economical challenges.  

150 Build a large sporting complex with hotels and businesses around it to drive revenue into the city. People travel and stay all over Central California from Stockton to 
Bakersfield and we have a much better setting to offer. It needs to have multiple (10+) baseball/softball fields with a separate section for soccer fields. Eventually, a 
basketball gymnasium would also be a great addition. (See Ripon, CA as an example)

151 Prevent evictions, fund preschools for all, help small businesses 
152 Continue to get the police department better equipment, hire more officers. 
153 We really need to do something for the homeless population especially because it keeps growing and these people have no where to go. Another thing I would like to see 

is our streets greatly improving. I’m so tired of driving over pot holes and uneven streets. Anyway we can also fix the light cycles? I feel like they were changed for 
construction and then never adjusted back. 

154 Insuring emergency personnel is well funded to purchase new equipment and maintain a level of superior community service by equipping them with equipment and a 
salary they need

155 Help families and businesses affected by covid
156 Support for Housing, especially homeless is clearly needed. Its frustrating to see so many people in Oakley sleeping on the streets. Systems to help them get back on their 

feet should be prioritized. 
157 Help non-profits that provide valuable resources to our community. 
158 Taking care of the homeless. 
159 Lower taxes get rid of homeless and rampant burglerys. 
160 Funds should go to help the citizens of Oakley that were impacted financially. Also funds should be given to healthcare workers, first responders and schools. 

161 Help households of Oakley and small business 
162 Reinvest in the city and put that money into use renovating downtown. That way Oakley can bring in it's own revolving revenue.
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163 Help Small local businesses so that they can stay open.  Help with higher pay to get people to actually work in town. 
164 Repave streets and put sidewalks on live oak and surrounding neighborhoods and put some street light in the neighborhoods. We don’t need Antioch resident to shop in 

Oakley border grocery stores or going to our local schools. They build 20 low income  apartment complex on the border of Oakley that can impact our school and grocery 
stores. Antioch should build their own school and market on the border of Antioch and Oakley!! Those Antioch resident are not paying what we pay in property taxes! 

165 Build another High School Oakley needs it. Freedom high school is getting too overwhelmed.
166 Free at home and in person COVID tests, housing for homeless in the area, financial assistance for those who are at risk of being homeless
167 improved infrastructure!  Especially Sellars, E. Cypress Road....!!  PUT CCTV IN EVERY CORNER!
168 Put it into small businesses. But make it a requirement that the business has to use it toward the business. Too many businesses owners getting new cars  and home 

upgrades with the money given to them to help with keeping people employed 
169 Fix this town. Too many people not enough roads. AND STOP DOING CONSTRUCTION on every road at the same time. It's ridiculous trying to drive in this town. We don't 

need big business in this town.
170 Improve city streets and sidewalks. Remove homeless encampments. 
171 If it were me making the decisions, I would give all homeowners a tax break for the upcoming property taxes.  Additionally  renters would also get a one time  city tax 

credit.              
172 I would like to see the city help nonprofits and our local businesses. Also, how about Covid kit tests for homes.
173 Supporting small business and essential workers 
174 Public Safety
175 First of all, you have to get rid of this “essential worker “language. Do you want to talk about a racist/discriminating statement that is at the top. Every citizen is essential 

in their need to work. STOP THE NON-SENSE! SMB’s have been burdened with unnecessary and unlawful mandates by local health officials which has cost them thousands 
of dollars. I would gather these SMB owners and see what their needs are specifically. 

176 We need fiber optic cable.
177 Fix our roads and provide internet to residents.
178 We need a variety of business 
179 This time has been incredibly difficult for so many of our residents. It’s absolutely crucial that we use these funds to help our residents stay afloat - in our homes, up to 

speed with bills, etc.  These funds are exactly made to be able to help our city and residents during this pandemic.   These funds should not go to infrastructure or police 
pay - those things are built into city funding as it is. 

180 Street. Fix the streets. I’m so sick of tearing up my vehicles with Oakleys horrible roads. Even Brentwood fixes all their roads. That means increased home values and 
people desiring to come here. No one wants to destroy their vehicles in Oakley. 

181 We have got to support our community members ie the unhoused and those that need assistance with food etc. 
182 Improve storm water and broadband 
183 I would love to see the money used to build a public library building (instead of sharing with the high school). The public library can be used to service those financially 

impacted by the pandemic. They provide service such as but not limited to children/teen programs, free wifi, Laptop/Chromebook checkouts,  help with filling out job 
applications, etc... The library will be a lasting resource for all of Oakley's residents.

184 Better internet access, fiber optics. Water collection for future droughts.
185 $10 million is a lot of money, spent wisely I would think you could touch on each one of these items.
186 More options for after school and park and recreation summer programs for kids. We just moved here and we are shocked at the lack of resources for the kids in this 

school district.   We moved here from Alameda. They have an excellent Park and Recreation after school and summer programs for kids. Definitely lacking for the City of 
Oakley, considering a good majority of families that move here are commuting into the Bay and need good, safe, reliable, engaging programs for school aged children. 

187 Fix Cypress Road. Needs a lane dedicated to just turning right. Need another way out of the Summerlake area besides just Cypress Street. Gets blocked to emergency 
vehicles via train or any accidents which is a safety hazard.
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188 Street improvement especially around city Hall. The road needs to be widened 
189 Provide money to schools. Upgrade classrooms and tech. It is quite sad you did not included this as an option 
190 I'd like to see the city invest in free and low cost recreational programs for children, seniors and adults. I'd like for any Oakley residents that are struggling due to the 

pandemic to also receive assistance. Invest in the community, provide programs at school sites. The Oakley PD does not need more funds. Half of the city's budget goes to 
the Oakle PD, and last I checked less than $20,000 is set aside for youth programs. Invest in youth programs like sports, art, and music. Fund some senior citizen programs. 
Fund a local community farm. Invest in a summer program for youth to get jobs in the city and shadow different jobs. The only first responders that I feel need to have 
their budget increased should the Fire Departments. These fires will continue and worsen. They should receive funds to upgrade equipment and expand their staff for fire 
response

191 Homeless non-profits  School broadband
192 Add police resources so that police officers can be dedicated to traffic enforcement and robberies.
193 The option that includes broadband internet is really stupid.  It should specifically say either fiber or 5G.  We already have broadband everywhere.  Install fiber to cover all 

of oakley and definitely work with the developers that are already ripping up the roads to install conduit so that fiber can be ea easily pulled if and when an internet 
provider wishes to do so.  The fact that Oakley does not have conduit in the ground for fiber everywhere that they have done construction is really quite shortsighted.  
Also why isnt Iron House installing pipes in all of these roads when they are ripped up?  They should be providing reclaimed water to all of the city parks that they can.  
What a waste of water with all of our parks and landscaping throughout the city with no source of reclaimed water and Iron House just dumping it all in the delta.  This 
money should never go to the few and it should go to the greater good.  Improve the streets, heck, widen them or build that bridge over the railroad tracks at cypress and 
finish Laurel with the bridge over the tracks. 

194 Road improvements, keeping Oakley’s rural feel with more vines instead of housing, gas and convenience stores. 
195 Building up local businesses so Oakley because a place to shop and spend out money.  
196 Fire Dept, trucks, etc.  and Police department needs
197 Focus funds on local businesses and city residents and city employees.  Impact should be obvious and directly attributable to people.
198 Support child care so mothers (and all parents) may return to work.
199 Address negative economic impacts caused by public health emergency to  Small businesses
200 Widen some roads to at least two lanes the whole way. Laurel, Cypress, and Main. Those are the main roads for people who access the freeway. Some sections are in dire 

need of repair, and ideally widening.  
201 Supporting local businesses and promoting more businesses downtown. 
202 further street and sidewalks-East Cypress Road, Sellers Ave are falling apart 
203 addressing negative economic impacts should certainly be in the forefront to bring folks back up to speed on what they need to help them live and provide for thier 

families.
204 Address negative economic impacts caused by the pandemic
205 Provide more restaurants, cafes, bistros, bars, clubs, art galleries, shops and entertainment venues in downtown Oakley.
206 Permanent structures for outdoor dining would be nice
207 Help Disadvantaged families recover from Covid-19; Improve Broadband access for disadvantaged families; Continue to improve streets and sidewalks; Provide support to 

local non-profits for disadvantaged families.
208 I would like to see the Oakley side of Sellers Rd to be repaved. It really is sad in comparison to how well the Brentwood side has been maintained over the years. It would 

also be nice to see some of the resources to be invested into providing an emergency escape route/road for the Summerlake community.     It would be excellent to invest 
directly into our business - perhaps provide a small subsidized gift card ($25-50 for example) for each household in Oakley that can only be used at any of the local 
businesses. Give a little something for our residents and attract them to our local restaurants, etc.

209 Sidewalks / Citywide broadband
210 Add more roads near Summer lake development (currently it's only one way in and out)  and repair Cypress Road all the way to Bethel Island



Q.3 Comments

211 The only thing that this city appears to care about it collecting property tax, building storage. Gas stations, and houses. This community needs more places for 
youth/teenagers to be safe and hang out. Go look at the line for Dutch bros coffee all the time. There is nothing for teenagers to do.  Bring in something for the 
community to enjoy and experience. 

212 Help families with basic needs edds such as childcare.  Improve public transit and infrastructure to mitigate global climate change.  Being on the delta and close to a 
waterway will impact the city negatively.

213 Lower our property taxes in magnolia park!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
214 Police visibility citywide and improvement including lighting of streets.
215  Stop building more houses, focus on residents needs
216 Build the railroad overpass on Laurel to Sellers
217 Helping local businesses is key.
218 Support small businesses.
219 Bring local businesses to Oakley so we can shop in our town . No more storage units & gas stations 
220 Mixture. Using Zoom and a few cameras aren’t that expensive. Small bonuses to law enforcement. Support our businesses shut down by county by paying their fines. 

Support infrastructure and repair and improvement but do it near our schools where it’s a double win.    #5 below is misleading, yes I’d like that but no, do not want city 
to pay for it.

221 Start a citywide food bank for low income residents.   Increase access to broadband for low income residents.  Language acquisition program for all non-English speakers.  
Invest in area recreation… Little league, parks, recreational courses  Community gardens 

222 More small businesses and no more 7 Elevens and storage units.
223 Money is not limited to stormwater, it can be used for parks, streets, water and wastewater.
224 Small business support. Our town needs a lot more of this. 
225 Use funds to attract more businesses to Oakley, other than gas stations and storage facilities.  Grocery store needed at corner of Laurel & O'Hara.  Oakley is not a 

destination City.
226 Local Businesses that were effected directly as a result of covid should receive help, the roads, especially the Cypress Corridor need some major upgrades. The police and 

fire who have worked the entire pandemic should get some extra funding, and then help others directly effected by covid before benefiting the city funds. 

227 Use funds to provide assistance to residents in need.
228 Providing incentives to get people to make purchases at local businesses would be welcomed. Continuing to provide services to address blight, and general upkeep of the 

City is also welcomed.
229 Bring public water and sewer to Brownstone and Anderson Ln
230 support police, fire. EMT  , businesses, people, streets and roads, schools and safe parks for kids help the homeless problem
231 Childcare for all Oakley families despite income would be helpful. Also, before/after school care and transportation to local schools.
232 Invest the money into the city infrastructure. New roads, sidewalks, walking paths, medians, parks and upgrades. Make the city more walking and bike friendly.  Consider 

roundabouts to keep traffic flowing at congested intersections.   Collaborate with the water district to improve and beautify the current walking paths. 

233 Widen streets, add more street lights and build up down town 
234 1. There’s potential to bring in more local businesses in Oakley. 2. There’s a lot of students walking to and from school it’s not very safe for kids to walk on soon to be busy 

roads with no proper sidewalk. 
235 The city needs to focus on providing city services to its' citizens.     
236 Policing, roadways and infrastructure 
237 Paved escape road so that all of the developments on Cypress can evacuate safely and swiftly since that is still not completed. This is the highest priority. 

238 Offer relief to any local households facing life-impacting debt due to Covid medical care. Support local businesses that closed or went into great debt.



Q.3 Comments

239 Improve infrastructure 
240 This is not a good survey. 
241 Support local small business whove been impacted. And when I say local small business I dont mean large chains like the 7-11s and McDonalds....
242 Recruit high quality shops to downtown 
243 Helping the cities citizens that have had financial impact caused by the pandemic to find the resources needed.(my 1 and 2..if you support the non profits and social 

workers you support and build up your citizens which in turn aids in their abilities to support others). I do believe in the "nothing for free"  Years ago, down south, we 
needed a little assistance with food. We did "Shares" and for $50 dollars in food, I had to pay $25 and volunteer so two to four hours within the community per buy (and 
have proof of the hours).  The infrastructure is important, the different agencies and the citizens need to be able to communicate to avert disasters such as flood and fire. 
Even tho I put improving streets as 6, I would like another way out of Summer lake when there is a fire...2 runs for my life is enough! and with that I would like this fire 
station to be maned and a satellite pd station when the grocery store goes in on Cyprus.   

244 Improve streets and local businesses.
245 Since covid hits you will see that a lot of people are moving and some are trying to build a community that will cater their needs since oakley is starting we should support 

farm to table restaurants, farm area to produce organic foods that will cater the city itself. Charter schools and community events that will encourage residents to build a 
more caring community.ofcourse widen streets for safety

246 Provide funds to families and small businesses struggling financially due to Covid 
247 More lights.   Speed bumps by schools to be implemented specifically on Norcross lane and surrounding schools. More visibility on the school crosswalks. A better 

improved bigger post office for Oakley with parking.
248 Give it all to Police Officers and Small Businesses!  The other categories have had enough help the last two years.  If more categories are needed then HARD infrastructure 

should get some; i.e. roads, sidewalks, stormwater, NOT services or internet.
249 Improve Main Street with sidewalks to safety access downtown from teakwood and funding to create better schools / parks or activities for our youth ie: more parks , 

grass areas , water park , and further extend marsh creek trails for access to central Oakley 
250 Fund more firefighters and another station 
251 Use the funds for the greater good of the entire population of the city. Improve the infrastructure of the city (not free internet) and support the local small business that 

may need help. Use the funds wisely
252 Improving streets, helping those impacted by COVID19 
253 Health, mental health, housing, homeless, addiction services. We have had an increase in suicide, homelessness and many families cannot afford rent. Additionally 

families need activities to do in our city. We don’t want to drive to concord or even Brentwood for entertainment. We need more options for dinning, shopping, moves 
etc. 

254 Yes
255 Widen streets , build library and fire stations 
256 Provide more dog parks (services for healthy citizens).  Find EFFECTIVE solutions to help drug addicts and homeless.  Wrap around services WITH accountability.

257 Add a second lane on laurel between rose and main. 
258 Add sidewalks and widen roads to accommodate the growing traffic in our community.  Redesign all Oakley school pickup and drop off zones to become safe. 

259 Provide household financial support to repair  their sidewalks. 
260 Fix up Gehringer and O’Hara. Build some more schools with all the homes you keep having built. Our roads and schools are going to be maxed out.
261 Build either a Safeway or Whole Foods 
262 Bringing in more small businesses and improving down town Oakley 
263 Improved roads and sidewalks and support local small businesses. 
264 House and feed people. Quit making poverty illegal.
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265 Improvement of roads, specifically East Cypress. Rework the changes that have created a safety hazard at Cypress and Main Street. It's not working the way you changed 
the lanes. Fix it.    Create a second exit route for the residents of Summer Lake and Bethel Island in the case of an emergency (no, off-roading up a levee through private 
residences after waiting for hours for gates to be opened doesn't count). Do this BEFORE there's an emergency that traps children at the elementary school separated 
from their parents because you will never hear the end of it when (not if) that happens.    Consider making downtown Oakley 2 lanes like you should have when it was 
first redeveloped. I avoid downtown Oakley at all costs because the traffic through there can be just awful. You want me to visit Oakley businesses? I'd love to, but not if 
you make the experience of getting there excruciating. You want the "quaint, small-town feel" but then you do nothing but build house after house after house and then 
leave the roads small, in disrepair, and/or clogged with poorly-timed lights. At least in downtown you had the opportunity to upgrade to two lanes, but chose to keep it a 
chokepoint! It baffles me. So I just don't go there.

266 Improve physical infrastructure. 
267 Promote business development for the middle classes who are the majority of your tax payers.  Gas stations, car washes, and auto shops do not grow the standard of 

living of your citizens.  Promote business like grocery stores, restaurants, and mom and pop shops.   Do this by creating shopping centers where business can thrive and 
customers want to be.  

268 Funds directed in making Oakley more community centric.walkable town, connect to canal trails, parks. Create reasons for citizens to stay within City. 
269 Make downtown appealing.
270 Use to improve roads and ensure we have enough to prevent catastrophic events or recover from those events (fire, storms, earthquakes) 
271 We need to get the unhoused off the streets and back into their homes.  This falls under support for community resources and support directly to households.  

272 As a single mother, there has to be more affordable options for housing, etc for lower income workers. Or a stipend to help with any debt incurred. 
273 Higher more Officers and actually prosecute crimes! 
274 Support existing small businesses and help new businesses get off the ground. It’s a scary time to think about opening a new business but I imagine there are many 

residents with dreams of entrepreneurship. We are a loving community who repeatedly pulls together to support small business. We need more of this. 🥰🥰

275 The city needs to drastically improve street infrastructure for improved traffic flow (merging lanes and one lane roads), and increased access and safety for residents.

276 Internet for all citizens would be awesome.
277 Improve schools, improve public parks, build a family aquatic center
278 broadband internet, roads
279 Assist locally-owned businesses directly impacted by COVID-19. Assistance to residents who had to close their local business due to COVID-19. Assistance to residents who 

lost employment due to COVID-19. Additional pay to police and other emergency services workers.
280 I think support for the small local businesses that have really suffered would be the best use of the money 
281 Supporting local businesses especially restaurants that have been impacted by covid. Improve upon or add outdoor eating areas would be excellent for Oakley. 

282 Support Police officers and make them VERY VISIBLE and AVAILABLE  anytime, anywhere in our city.
283 Clean up streets and address homelessness problem
284 Hire more officers and give fire more support. Build our infrastructure better with all the poor planning that happened with adding more houses. Revamp downtown 

make Oakley a destination not just Brentwood. Fix our water supply we have our own but it tastes horrible. Have to buy bottled water to drink. Each street should have a 
the speed limit trailer come to it once a month Oakley is small if you put it on one street for 2-3 days a month we would see where all the speeders are than we can add 
speed bumps and traffic deterrents in neighbors where kids play and I live. The speeding is ridiculous. 

285 Making those DIRECTLY and PROVABLE "whole" from the actual problems cause by "orders" from any government body is the only thing I think the funds should be used 
for.  BTW, this does not include me, I was not affected.  Then, if anything is left over it can be used for the other items on the list.  
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286 Help the police department funding and maybe adding more cameras at intersections that read license plate numbers.. keep Oakley as one of the safest cities to be living 
in.. 

287 Help homeowners and renters with bills, ensure food security for all residents, help small businesses recover from CV19, and incentivize hiring new employees 

288 Improving the city’s infrastructure 
289 Local businesses have been hit hard. Contra Costa Health has especially hit restaurants unfairly. These businesses are vital to our community and I want to see them all 

survive. 
290 Widen Main Street in front of City Hall back to 4 lanes. Don't give a dime to anyone as a direct payment.
291 We need to help are small business first
292 I would like the money to go for improvements to our city, but I don't want to see thousands of dollars for a  consultant to do "studies". And I think the Fire Department 

deserves a little thrown their way, too.
293 Create something for kids and the community to use / enjoy while staying in town 
294 Upgrade and incentive program for schools so children can develop life skills and be of service to our community



ARPA Community Survey

Answer Choices
Yes 77.84% 390
No 22.16% 111

Answered 501
Skipped 6

Responses

             
businesses and encourage shopping, dining, and services in Oakley? For example, if you 
purchase a $50 gift card, the City would subsidize another $50, giving shoppers $100 worth 
of purchases for only $50.
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Would you participate in a Community E-Gift 
Card Program?



ARPA Community Survey

Answer Choices
Yes 86.68% 436
No 13.32% 67

Answered 503
Skipped 4

Responses

Some restaurants in Oakley have added temporary outdoor dining areas/space; would you 
like to see such spaces enhanced with more permanent and aesthetic structures?
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Would you like to temporary outdoor dining 
areas enhanced with more permanent and 

aesthetic structures?



ARPA Community Survey

Answer Choices
Yes 71.17% 353
No 19.76% 98
Other (please specify) 9.07% 45

Answered 496
Skipped 11

Responses

The City currently has a Façade Improvement Grant program for downtown businesses. 
Would you like to see this program expanded citywide?

Yes No Other (please specify)
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Would you like to see Façade Improvement 
Grant program expanded citywide?



Q.6 Other - Comments: 

ColCColumn3

1
The city of Oakley has a reputation of making things very difficult for small businesses to get started and grow. Something needs to be done about 
that because their petty interferences’ are hindering growth and the possibility of future business owners going to other cities. 

2 If it preserves historical feel and does not promote fast food. Celebrate our uniqueness and the delta! 
3 Not sure what this mean. Wish there was a description to get an idea of what the program is about. 
4 If that means bringing in retail and restaurants we want, sure. Otherwise we dont need an Amtrak station
5 Amtrak  Station
6 Unsure
7 No, make the downtown amazing!
8 I'd like to see any plan before agreeing to it 
9 If there are enough funds to do so after other more important things get done.

10 More businesses downtown 
11 Hideous section of Main Street: Cutino’s and adjacent buildings 
12 That depends   To vague 
13 I’m not too familiar with this program. 
14 The city needs a library. I would like to see the city show interest in a facility where groups can meet (Rotary, Kiwanis, Friends of Oakley, seniors 

etc.)Our current library is way too small for a community our size!
15 #4 has too much fraud opportunity. 
16 Not of above money is used
17 Not with Covid recovery funds
18 After the most important things are delt with
19 City plays favorites. Would only like to see expanded if all inclusive 
20 Move city hub out of Main street area as promised in original plan.
21 Not if it compromises the safety of citizens or small business success.  
22 Where? This City is mostly housing and storage. 
23

Fix the streets through all neighborhoods and not just the new ones while raising your standards of excellence in doing so. Settling for these pathetic 
sealed roads does nothing but waste tax dollars. Get contractors that really understand infrastructure…not just cheap bids.   

24 I would need more information to make an informed decision 



Q.6 Other - Comments: 

25
No.  This program is a failure.  How many downtown businesses actually took the money?  We need new businesses downtown not finding ways to 
keep the ones on life support going.  They are on life support for a reason.  Let them die and let them sell the property to someone who actually 
knows how to grow a business in a community whether that be a successful small business or a chain.  or maybe its just good that someone else gets 
a chance to try something new in an old space.  Why give loans to people that might not pay them back like you did with the building that skipolinis is 
in twice?  The only successful businesses have already taken advantage of this program or dont need it and the others are the ones that are living 
practicallly rent free on tax payer subsidized buildings.  I think a better program would be to focus on insentives to bring in busnesses rather than try 
to support and prop up failing ones.

26 I would rather see to make facade improvement to those that actually needs it and to just to give it to all of them.
27 Please expand the downtown area focusing on a “downtown” feel
28 Depends on if this money takes away from Fire & Police
29 I am indifferent with that happening. I would much prefer road improvements first. 
30

We would like to see more entertainment for older kids.  Theaters, bowling, peewee golfing, etc.  There isn't anything for them to do IN OAKLEY.
31 Fix the main roads first Cypress need repair and expansion
32 Would like my property taxes to be reasonable! 
33 If businesses want to apply, sure. Shouldn’t be limited to downtown. But there should be hoops, not just a blank check 
34 But only if the traffic is studied better, although downtown looks nice it was not really thought out how it would disrupt traffic on a main artery of 

our city.
35 only after building the proper fire evacuation road that the many voting residents of E Cypress Rd keep demanding. 
36 Sure. More law enforcement is good. 
37 Bigger post office.
38 I wouldn’t mind it going to other places as well but I feel downtown is priority and needs an increase in shops/coffee shops and better access via 

sidewalks. 
39 Build a library 
40 No more gas stations and storage units and used car lots. Our city looks trashy. 
41 Anything small business and supporting entrepreneurs!
42 Fascade or modernize downtown businesses (Improve aesthetics, increase available parking, etc.)
43

Revamp the entire downtown focus on one location. Make a destination spot that brings people to it before trying to tackle the whole city.
44 Not a top priority, but an okay thing to do.
45 We maybe eat out once a month, and do not like eating outdoors. If I wanted to do that, I would stay home and eat in my backyard.
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